Campfire™ Wedge

Installation Instructions
For assembly video, go to myturnstone.com/service/product-information/campfire-instructions/

Independent wedges and lounges may be positioned into any configuration without moving or removing the stability brackets(s) on the wedge.
MECHANICALLY ATTACHING (GANGLING) LOUNGES AND WEDGES.

ATTACH WEDGE AS ARM

Tip lounge on its back to make all attachments. Recommend two (2) people.

No more than two (2) wedges can be attached to a single lounge.

Access threaded attachment holes may require cutting fabric on the bottom.

Remove screw.

Do not attach at this location.

Reposition screw.
ATTACH WEDGE END-TO-END

Tip lounge on its back to make all attachments. Recommend two (2) people.

CAUTION: ALL brackets MUST be attached for stability.

Reposition stability brackets as shown.

Remove three (3) screws at each bracket location and use all screws to reattach into new positions.
For more information and assembly instruction videos visit
myturnstone.com/service/product-information/campfire-instructions/
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